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Abstract

We report for the first time, oriented-sample solid-state NMR experiments, specifically polarization inversion spin exchange at the
magic angle (PISEMA) and 1H–15N heteronuclear chemical shift correlation (HETCOR), applied to an integral seven-transmembrane
protein, bacteriorhodopsin (bR), in natural membranes. The spectra of [15N]Met-bR revealed clearly distinguishable signals from the
helical and loop regions. By deconvolution of the helix resonances, it was possible to establish constraints for some helix tilt angles. It
was estimated that the extracellular section of helix B has a tilt of less than 5� from the membrane normal, while the tilt of helix A was
estimated to be 18–22�, both of which are in agreement with most crystal structures. Comparison of the experimental PISEMA
spectrum with simulated spectra based on crystal structures showed that PISEMA and HETCOR experiments are extremely sensitive
to the polytopic protein structure, and the solid-state NMR spectra for membrane-embedded bR matched most favorably with the
recent 1FBB electron crystallography structure. These results suggest that this approach has the potential to yield structural and
orientational constraints for large integral polytopic proteins whilst intercalated and functionally competent in a natural membrane.
� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is the light-driven proton
pump of Haloarchaea. It is a 26 kDa membrane protein
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comprising seven transmembrane a-helices and a chro-
mophore retinal covalently linked to Lys-216, and could
be the structural paradigm of G-protein-coupled recep-
tors and other proteins (Lanyi, 1993, 1997; Mathies et
al., 1991; Ovchinnikov, 1982; Stoeckenius and Bogo-
molni, 1982). It forms a two-dimensional hexagonal crys-
talline lattice arranged in trimeric units in the native
purple membrane (PM). In the PM, bR orients well on
glass plates (Fitter et al., 1999; Papadopoulos et al.,
1990; Seiff et al., 1985), which preserves the directional
quality of the protein and maintains structural and func-
tional integrity under a wide range of conditions, such as
pH, temperature, humidity, and chemical environment
(Oesterhelt et al., 1991).
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Recently, a number of X-ray diffraction (XRD) struc-
tures of crystalline bR have been determined (Hirai and
Subramaniam, 2003) to a resolution of up to 1.43 Å for
the ground state, and a number of functional photo-in-
termediates (Edman et al., 1999; Faham and Bowie,
2002; Lanyi and Schobert, 2002; Luecke et al.,
1999a,b; Royant et al., 2001; Sass et al., 2000; Schobert
et al., 2002). In all cases, some of the loops have not
been well resolved, and the boundary regions between
helices and loops sometimes are indistinct or differently
defined in different crystal structures. Solid-state NMR
spectroscopy has provided complementary structural
information. For example, the orientational changes in
the retinal during the photocycle (Ulrich et al., 1992,
1994, 1995) and some residues involved in the active site,
such as Lys and Arg (Herzfeld and Lansing, 2002), have
been determined, and dynamic information has been
determined for helices, loops, and the C-terminus of
bR in the PM (Saitô et al., 1998, 2000, 2002).

A powerful solid-state NMR method for the determi-
nation of protein structure and conformation is the so-
called polarization inversion spin exchange at the magic
angle (PISEMA) experiment (Ramamoorthy et al.,
1999; Wu et al., 1994), which correlates the orienta-
tion-dependent, anisotropic 1H–15N dipole–dipole cou-
plings and 15N chemical shift interactions. For
oriented samples, this experiment has provided high-res-
olution orientational constraints on peptide planes for
protein fragments and single-transmembrane peptides
embedded in phospholipid bilayers (Kim et al., 1998;
Marassi et al., 1999, 2000; Nishimura et al., 2002; Song
et al., 2000). For a-helix or b-sheet structures in uni-
formly 15N-labeled peptides (�30–40 residues), the PI-
SEMA experiment leads to wheel-like patterns called
‘‘polarization index slant angle (PISA) wheels’’ (Marassi
and Opella, 2000; Wang et al., 2000). From such wheels
it is possible to determine the secondary structure, the
tilt angles of a-helices or b-sheets, and in favorable cases
sequential assignment of all resonances on the basis of a
single unique resonance assignment (Denny et al., 2001;
Marassi, 2001). The application of the method to a lar-
ger (190-mer) membrane protein (colicin) has also been
demonstrated, with confirmation of partial penetration
into the membrane of some residues (Kim et al., 1998).

Another fundamental ingredient in solid-state NMR
of membrane proteins is the ability to simulate experi-
mental spectra numerically to extract precise structural
parameters from experimental spectra, and evaluate
the compatibility with structures determined by direct
means. These needs are served by the simulation pro-
gram for solid-state NMR spectroscopy (SIMPSON,
open-source software, download site: http://www.
bionmr.chem.au.dk) (Bak et al., 2000) which operates
essentially as a computer spectrometer. In combination
with another program, SIMMOL (open-source soft-
ware, download site: http://www.bionmr.chem.au.dk),
that reads in atomic coordinates in the protein data
bank (PDB) format, and generates typical or user-
defined NMR parameters (Bak et al., 2002), it is possible
to simulate expected NMR spectra from high-resolution
crystal structures.

Here, oriented solid-state NMR methods were used
in conjunction with SIMPSON/SIMMOL to obtain
structural information on bR in native PM. Specifically,
we recorded and analyzed PISEMA and 1H–15N heter-
onuclear correlation (HETCOR) spectra for [15N]Met-
bR, demonstrating for the first time the application of
this methodology to large polytopic integral proteins.
Parallel use of these two methods may give the potential
to determine structures of membrane proteins, because
PISEMA provides good signal separation for transmem-

brane helices with modest tilt angles relative to the bi-
layer normal, while HETCOR provides good signal
separations for tilt angles in the 60–90� regime being
typical for in-plane structures or loop regions (Marassi,
2001; Vosegaard and Nielsen, 2002). Since the labeled
residues chosen here are sparsely located not in a single
helix but in helices, A, B, D, E, and G, and in loops in
bR, the PISEMA and HETCOR spectra are not easy
to assign nor show such a good separation of signals
as those reported for single-transmembrane peptides.
In addition, mosaic spread, molecular disorder, and
inherent dynamics cause spectral line-broadening which
need to be taken into account (Straus et al., 2003). How-
ever, the spectra allow clear distinction of helix- and
loop-located resonances, and using SIMPSON and
SIMMOL they can be deconvoluted to provide informa-
tion about helix tilt angles and structural constraints
which can be compared with crystal structures. This is
a first step towards oriented solid-state NMR character-
ization of large integral membrane proteins in natural
membranes.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

[15N]Met-bR was prepared by growing Halobacte-

rium salinarium strain L33 using a synthetic medium
(Helgerson et al., 1992) containing LL-methionine (15N,
98%) from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover,
MA, USA). PM isolated and purified by the procedure
of Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius (1974) was oriented on
the surface of 30 thin glass plates (8 · 10 · 0.06–
0.08 mm) (Paul Marienfeld GmbH KG, Lauda-König-
shofen, Germany) by slowly evaporating 3 mg/ml
(115 lM) of PM suspension in deionized water. In this
way, uniaxial films with good orientation of the purple
membrane patches parallel to the plates are formed as
determined by neutron scattering (Papadopoulos et al.,
1990; Seiff et al., 1985). After air-drying, the glass plates
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containing a total of about 20 mg of [15N]Met-bR
(0.77 lmol) were stacked and sealed in Parafilm in a
polyethylene tube (RS Components, Northants, UK).

2.2. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy

NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian CMX infin-
ity 400 (1D 15N CP) or Varian Unity-INOVA 400 (PI-
SEMA and HETCOR) spectrometer equipped with
home-built 15N/1H double-tuned flat-coil probe with a
4-turn coil of inner dimensions 11 · 12 · 4 mm accom-
modating a stack of glass plates oriented perpendicular
to the external magnetic field (B0). The 1D experiment
used a 1H 90� pulse length of 5 ls and CW decoupling
(40 kHz). The PISEMA experiment used a 1H 90� pulse
length of 4 ls and cross-polarization with mismatch-op-
timized IS transfer (CP-MOIST) (Levitt, 1991) for a
duration of 1 ms with radiofrequency (rf) field strengths
of �40 kHz on the two channels. The 15N and 1H rf field
strengths were 42.7 and 34.9 kHz, respectively, during
the spin-exchange at the magic angle (SEMA) block
(Bielecki et al., 1990; Lee and Goldburg, 1965), while
a 1H rf field strength of 65 kHz was used for CW decou-
pling. 8600 transients with a relaxation delay of 1.5 s
were recorded for each of the 32 t1 increments. The
HETCOR experiment used a 1H 90� pulse length of
4 ls followed by t1 evolution under frequency-switched
Lee–Goldburg (FSLG) (Bielecki et al., 1990) homonu-
clear decoupling with a 1H rf field strength of
44.8 kHz and t1 incremented in steps of three FSLG
blocks. Following the t1 evolution, the x or y component
of the 1H coherence was stored along z to obtain hyper-
complex data, and transferred to 15N by a SEMA period
of 100 ls to ensure selective 1HN to 15N transfer. The
15N and 1H ppm scales were referenced to liquid ammo-
nia by an external 15NH4Cl powder sample at 39.8 ppm
and to TMS by external water solutions, respectively.
For all experiments the 1H and 15N transmitters were
placed at 10 and 130 ppm, respectively. All NMR spec-
tra were recorded at �20 �C to reduce effect of sample
heating and improve CP efficiency. The indirect axis of
the PISEMA and HETCOR spectra was compensated
by theoretical scaling factors of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=3

p
,

respectively.

2.3. Computational details

All numerical simulations were performed using the
open-source SIMPSON (Bak et al., 2000) and SIMMOL
(Bak et al., 2002) programs allowing PISEMA and HET-
COR spectra to be calculated using typical secondary
structural elements or atomic coordinates from other
sources (Bak et al., 2002; Bjerring et al., 2003; Vosegaard
and Nielsen, 2002; Vosegaard et al., 2002). The simula-
tions assumed the following secondary-structure indepen-
dent parameters: 15N chemical shift: dxx = 61 ppm,
dyy = 80 ppm, dzz = 228 ppm, XPE = {�90�,�90�,
�17�}; 1H shift: dxx = 3 ppm, dyy = 8 ppm, dzz = 17 ppm,
XPE = {90�,�90�, 90�}; 1H–15N dipolar coupling:
9940 Hz (see Bak et al., 2002 for details). The magnitudes
of the 15N chemical shift tensors were estimated fromma-
gic angle oriented sample spinning (MAOSS) experiments
on [15N]Met-bR (Mason et al., 2004). On the basis of
numerically simulated spectra using high-resolution
XRD coordinates (1C3W) (Luecke et al., 1999b), we
investigated various NMR methods and isotope labeling
strategies. A good compromise between information con-
tent and resolution was found for [15N]Met-bR in PM
using a combination of PISEMA and HETCOR
experiments.

Two approaches are pursued for the analysis of the
experimental spectra: (i) a ‘‘blind’’ approach where no
knowledge of the bR structure is employed and (ii)
investigation of possible conformations of known bR
structures being compatible with the experimental PISE-
MA spectrum. For the first approach, the helix region of
the experimental spectrum was deconvoluted by fitting it
to seven resonances corresponding to Met-20, 32, 56, 60,
118, 145, and 209. Since the resolution of this region is
not sufficient to resolve seven discrete resonances, we
performed 1000 individual optimizations using seven
sets of 1H–15N dipolar couplings, 15N chemical shifts,
and Gaussian line-widths, with random starting values
in the range of 8500 ± 1200 Hz, 200 ± 30 ppm, and
800 (1H–15N) and 500 Hz (15N), respectively. This en-
abled discrimination of the seven resonances in certain
domains of the spectra, each of which may be approxi-
mated by an elliptical shape. Using 15N chemical shifts
and 1H–15N dipolar couplings corresponding to the
ellipses, restrictions of the helices (tilt angles (s) with
respect to B0 and rotational pitch (q) angles) were calcu-
lated assuming that the residues belong to ideal a-helices
(/ = �65�,w = �40�).

For the second approach, the PISEMA spectra were
calculated on basis of different bR crystal structures.
Specifically, we present results from PDB access codes
of 1C3W (Luecke et al., 1999b), 1KME (Faham and Bo-
wie, 2002), and 1FBB (Subramaniam and Henderson,
2000). 1C3W was determined with 1.55 Å resolution
by XRD using a 3D crystal grown from lipidic cubic
phase (Luecke et al., 1999b). 1KME, determined by
XRD at 2.0 Å resolution, was obtained from a 3D crys-
tal grown from unique bicelles (Faham and Bowie,
2002). 1FBB is a recent 2D crystal structure at 3.2 Å res-
olution determined by electron diffraction (Subraman-
iam and Henderson, 2000). For 1KME, aligned along
the y axis in the PDB file, the structure was realigned
along the z axis to facilitate comparison with the other
structures. By assuming that bR is a cylindrical bundle,
the tilt (s) and rotational pitch (q) angles were varied be-
tween 0–90� and 0–360�, respectively, for simulation of
spectra for comparison with the experimental spectrum.
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The simulations took into account effects from finite rf
pulses as well as imperfect alignment of the membranes
by a Gaussian 5� mosaic spread. From a large series of
simulations with varying mosaic spread, we determined
that even variations in a few degrees cause large changes
in the spectra. A 5� mosaic spread gave the best fit with
substantial additional line-broadening.
Fig. 1. 15N CP (A), PISEMA (B), and HETCOR (C) flat-coil solid-
state NMR spectra of [15N]Met-bR in PM films oriented on glass
plates recorded at �20 �C.
3. Results

3.1. Solid-state NMR measurements

Fig. 1A shows a 15N CP spectrum of [15N]Met-bR in
PM oriented with the membrane normal parallel to the
external magnetic field (B0). Two relatively broad signal
envelopes are observed in the regions of 150–260 and
30–70 ppm. The former signals, being close to dzz for
an amide site (Cross and Opella, 1994; Teng and Cross,
1989), are assigned to transmembrane helix residues,
while the signals around 50 ppm are assigned to residues
in the loops. The two sets of signals were deconvoluted
and the ratio of the signals from helices and loops was
determined to be 3.3:1. Fig. 1B illustrates a PISEMA
spectrum of the same [15N]Met-bR sample. In this spec-
trum, the relatively broad—but still structured—signal
envelope from the helix region revealed 1H–15N dipolar
couplings of 7–10 kHz, while the loop residues resulted
in 1H–15N dipolar couplings of 3–5 kHz. In the corre-
sponding HETCOR spectrum (Fig. 1C), the signals
from helical residues were observed with 1H chemical
shifts of 0–6 ppm, while loop resonances were observed
at 5–11 ppm.

3.2. Deconvolution of the helix signals

Fig. 2A gives a schematic representation of the pri-
mary and secondary structure for bR based on the
1C3W crystal structure (Luecke et al., 1999b) and
NMR measurements (Saitô et al., 2002). Inspection of
some of the reported crystal structures, which may differ
due to various sample preparations, the boundaries be-
tween helices and loops defined crystallographically
(1C3W, 1KME, and 1FBB) differ although there is
good agreement for (rigid) helical backbone residues
and they indicate 6–7 Met resonances in the helix re-
gions of bR (Hirai and Subramaniam, 2003). Based
on the intensity ratio between the helix and loop regions
in the 1D (Mason et al., 2004) and PISEMA spectra
(Fig. 1), we assume that the helix region of the PISEMA
spectrum contains seven NMR resonances while Met-68
and -163 account for the loop resonances which is con-
sistent with hydropathy and sequence analysis. It is
immediately clear, however, that the resonances are sig-
nificantly broader than typically observed for small
membrane-reconstituted peptides (Denny et al., 2001;
Kim et al., 1998; Marassi, 2001; Marassi and Opella,
2000; Marassi et al., 1999, 2000; Nishimura et al.,
2002; Ramamoorthy et al., 1999; Song et al., 2000;
Wang et al., 2000; Wu et al., 1994). This observation
may reflect mosaic spread, local molecular motion
(Straus et al., 2003) and may very well be typical for
large integral membrane proteins and has a similar
analogous description in protein crystallography as
the B-factor (Hirai and Subramaniam, 2003). The
line-broadening hampers the exact assignment and
hence extraction of detailed structural information for
every residue. From Fig. 2 it is evident that both the he-
lix and loop signal envelopes are shaped (note in partic-
ular the expansion of the helix region in Fig. 2B). These
shapes prove to be extremely sensitive to the structure
and membrane-embedded conformation of the mole-



Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the secondary structure of bR based on the 1C3W structure (Luecke et al., 1999b) and NMR measurements
(Saitô et al., 2002) highlighting the 15N-labeled Met residues (A). Expansion of the helix region of the PISEMA spectrum in Fig. 1B (B). The 250 best
minimizations from multiple fits of simulated to experimental spectra (C). The ellipses define the seven spectral domains denoted 1–7. The simulated
spectrum for the helix region based on resonances located in the centers for the seven elliptical regions in (C) with line-widths of 1300 and 800 Hz in
the 1H–15N dipolar and 15N chemical shift dimensions, respectively (D).
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cule, and thereby a source of important structural infor-
mation with appropriate interpretation.

To acquire structural information for the helices, the
shaped spectral regime from resonances from helix-lo-
cated 15N residues in the experimental PISEMA spectrum
was deconvoluted by fitting it to seven resonances corre-
sponding to Met-20, 32, 56, 60, 118, 145, and 209. Using
16 variables and performing 1000Monte Carlo-typemin-
imizations starting with random sets of 15N chemical
shifts, 15N–1H dipolar couplings, and line-widths, it
turned out that 25% of all solutions contained one reso-
nance in each of the seven elliptical domains of resonances
illustrated in Fig. 2C. These domains are representative of
the seven helix-located Met residues, although they are
not assigned in the minimization procedure. Taking the
seven centers of the elliptical domains as representative
of individual pairs of chemical shift and dipolar coupling
parameters, and using the associated line-broadening
parameters, the helix region can be represented by the cal-
culated spectrum inFig. 2D.This spectrum is in very good
agreement with the experimental spectrum.

Assuming that the seven methionine resonances orig-
inate from seven ideal a-helices with typical torsion an-
gles (/ = �65�,w = �40�), it is possible to convert the
pairs of 15N chemical shifts and 15N–1H dipolar cou-
plings to restrictions in the helix tilt (s) and rotational
pitch (q) angles defined in Fig. 3A. Taking into account
some variation in the resonance position this leads to the
s, q restriction plots shown in Figs. 3B–D. The restric-
tions do not take into consideration potential steric hin-
drance from helix–helix interactions. Based on this
analysis, Met-56 and Met-60 can be assigned to the res-
onances 5, 6 or 6, 7 (or vice versa) since these two resi-
dues: (i) belong to the same helix, B, and should have the
same tilt angle assuming that there are no helix-breaking
residues between them, and (ii) are four residues apart
corresponding ideally to a difference of 40� in the rota-
tional pitch. These constraints are compatible with
either the 5, 6 (at a tilt of s = 1–2�) or the 6, 7 (at a tilt
of s = 5�) restriction plots. Although it is not possible to
make a definitive assignment, it can be concluded that
the extracellular half of the helix B in the PM film tilts
1–5� with respect to the bilayer normal. If we apply a
similar argument to Met-20 and Met-32 in helix A, ide-
ally with a difference of 120� in the rotational pitch, we
find that this may be fulfilled only if these residues are
assigned to resonances 7 and 2 or 3, corresponding to
a tilt of s = 18–22�. It should be noted that this assign-
ment is less certain than the assignments to helix B since
the distance between the two Met residues in helix A is



Fig. 3. Definition of the helix tilt (s) and rotational pitch (q) angles for
an ideal helix (A). The vector a defines the cylindrical axis of the helix.
The s, q restriction plots for the seven helix resonances (1–7 as defined
in Fig. 2C) (B–H) obtained by attributing the 15N chemical shifts and
1H–15N dipolar couplings in Fig. 2C to the residues in ideal a-helices
(/ = �65�,w = �40�) and determining for which conformations the
resonance frequencies are located within ellipses (blue), 2 (purple), and
4 (red) times the size of the ellipses defining the seven spectral domains
(1–7), respectively, in Fig. 2C.

Fig. 4. Definition of the tilt (s) and rotational pitch (q) angle defining
the orientation of bR relative to B0 (A). The vector a defines the
cylindrical axis of the seven-helix bundle. Contour representation of
the RMS deviations between simulated and experimental spectra
resulting from a grid scan in s and q for the PISEMA spectra
calculated using the atomic coordinates of crystal structures of 1C3W
(B), 1KME (C), and 1FBB (D) assuming a 5� mosaic spread. Darker
areas correspond to lower RMS values; the position of the minimum
RMS values is highlighted by white asterisks. The lowest (s, q) RMS
deviations were (4�, 85�) 485, (2�, 285�) 428, and (2�, 335�) 421 for
1C3W, 1KME, and 1FBB, respectively.
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substantially longer than for the two Mets in helix B.
The other helices tilt by more than 5�, but cannot be as-
signed without additional information.

3.3. Comparison with crystal structures

In another approach, the experimental spectra are
compared with calculated spectra corresponding to
atomic coordinates for some selected crystal structures.
This analysis is relevant for two purposes. First, it will
reveal the sensitivity of the PISEMA and HETCOR res-
onance positions towards structural constraints within
the accuracy of high-resolution structures. Second, it is
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possible to examine the compatibility between the struc-
tural constraints from solid-state NMR of bR in PM
films with the conformation of bR in differently pre-
pared crystalline phases. Specifically, we present results
from PDB access codes of 1C3W (3D crystal in lipidic
cubic phase, Luecke et al., 1999b), 1KME (3D crystal
grown from unique bicelles, Faham and Bowie, 2002),
and 1FBB (2D crystal, Subramaniam and Henderson,
2000) and optimized their compatibility with the solid-
state NMR spectrum by changing the s and q angles
of the overall structure (Fig. 4A). Grid scans showing
the RMS deviations between the experimental and sim-
Fig. 5. Experimental (A,E) and simulated PISEMA (B–D) and HETCOR
numerical comparison of experimental and simulated PISEMA spectra in Fig
s, q and RMS deviations as those obtained in Fig. 4. All spectra were calcu
ulated PISEMA spectra for the three structures are
shown in Figs. 4B–D. The lowest deviations for the s
and q angles were obtained at (4�, 85�), (2�, 285�), and
(2�, 335�) for 1C3W, 1KME, and 1FBB structures,
respectively. The corresponding RMS deviations among
the helix signals were 485, 428, and 421. For visual com-
parison, Figs. 5B–D show the associated simulated PI-
SEMA spectra which can be compared directly with
the experimental spectrum (Fig. 5A). Likewise, Figs.
5E–H show the experimental and simulated HETCOR
spectra corresponding to the s, q minima in Figs. 4B–
D for the three crystal structures.
(F–H) spectra corresponding to the RMS minima determined by
. 4. The spectra correspond to the PDB coordinates and used the same
lated assuming a 5� mosaic spread.
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4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that important structural
and orientational constraints for specifically labeled
residues of bR in oriented PM can be established from
PISEMA and HETCOR NMR spectra. This applies
even though the experimental spectra display relatively
low resolution with too broad resonances to allow spe-
cific assignment of each residue as previously achieved
for well-resolved spectra from single-transmembrane a-
helix peptides (Kim et al., 1998; Marassi et al., 1999;
Marassi and Opella, 2000; Song et al., 2000; Wang
et al., 2000). The lower resolution may be due to the
presence of spatial distributions in the sample, mosaic
spread, and motion which may be the typical case for
large membrane proteins (Straus et al., 2003). Con-
fronted with these facts it is clear that efforts to opti-
mize sample orientation may yield better resolved
spectra, but nonetheless, as demonstrated here, the
procedures required to extract as much information
from less well-resolved spectra as possible are estab-
lished here. In particular, to compare our experimental
PISEMA spectra with simulated spectra corresponding
to crystal structures, we consider broadening effects
from disorder, mosaic spread, and motion. Not only
loops but also helices of bR might have some mobility
with small angular amplitudes in the PM film (Straus
et al., 2003; Tobian et al., 1995). To a reasonable
approximation the anisotropic line-broadening may
be masked using a simple Gaussian orientation distri-
bution function in our deconvolution of the experimen-
tal spectra. In this manner the line-broadening in the
chemical shift and dipolar coupling directions are di-
rectly associated with the orientation of the individual
peptide planes. Even in presence of a 5� Gaussian mo-
saic spread, the 15N chemical shifts and 15N–1H dipolar
couplings reflect, in a very sensitive manner, the tilt
and rotation angles of the peptide planes and thereby
the conformation of secondary structure elements in
the molecule. Specifically, the conformation of the
extracellular side around Met-56 and Met-60 in helix
B and a tilt of helix A may be estimated without re-
course to any other data.

By deconvolution of the helix region of the PISEMA
spectrum, we deduce that the extracellular part of helix
B tilts by 1–5� relative to the PM normal by assuming a
rotational pitch difference of 40� between Met-56 and
Met-60. Likewise, combining a rotational pitch differ-
ence of 120� (between Met-20 and Met-32) with the
experimentally established structural constraints, a tilt
of helix may be deduced to be 18–22�. Although estab-
lished by simple means, there is a remarkably good
agreement between these conclusions and the available
crystal data. For example, the tilt of helix B in the crys-
tal structures 1C3W, 1KME, and 1FFB were 3�, 6�, and
5� for the region of the residues 51–62, while the corre-
sponding rotational pitch differences were 51�, 34�, and
43�. Likewise, the tentative estimation of a tilt angle of
18–22� for helix A is close to the tilt angles of 25�,
25�, and 24� (and corresponding rotational pitch differ-
ences 102�, 82�, and 95�) determined from the 1C3W,
1KME, and 1FBB structures (Faham and Bowie,
2002; Luecke et al., 1999b; Subramaniam and Hender-
son, 2000). In addition, it can be concluded from the
restriction plots that the remaining Met-containing heli-
ces (D, E, and G) have tilts larger than 5–8�, being in
agreement with the available structures. Thus, ‘‘blind’’
deconvolution of the spectra is in close agreement with
high-resolution data for crystalline bR, supporting the
suggestion that the structure and membrane-associated
conformation of helices A and B is closely convergent
for different crystal forms (Hirai and Subramaniam,
2003).

In addition to direct structural information, the data
here demonstrate for the first time that it is possible to
establish a direct comparison of crystal and PM struc-
tures for bR which may be of general interest for the
application of XRD and solid-state NMR in membrane
protein characterization. Our simulations reveal that the
PISEMA and HETCOR spectra are extremely sensitive
to the local conformation of the protein. Although it
was reported that the RMS deviation between the bR
monomers of 1C3W and 1KME is only 0.72 Å (Faham
and Bowie, 2002), the PISEMA spectra simulated from
the atomic coordinates are widely different due to sensi-
tivity of the 15N–1H dipolar couplings toward changes in
the orientation of the peptide plane relative to B0. The
experimental data from PM film which preserves the
2D crystalline lattice (Fitter et al., 1999; Seiff et al.,
1985) are closer to the spectra obtained from 1FBB
and 1KME structures rather than 1C3W. However,
the PISEMA and HETCOR spectra resulting from
1KME (Figs. 5C and G) and 1FBB (Figs. 5D and H)
are slightly different from the experimentally obtained
spectrum (Figs. 5A and E), suggesting that some differ-
ences exist between the protein conformation in the sam-
ple used here when compared with crystal forms. This
may be attributed to differences in sample preparation,
temperature, and most interestingly, the protein
packing.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that oriented-
sample solid-state NMR spectroscopy is feasible for
the study of large integral membrane proteins. This is
a first step for a structural determination of a seven-
transmembrane protein embedded in its natural envi-
ronment using oriented solid-state NMR methods and
simulations. With further optimization of the sample
alignment procedures and by a combination of results
for different residue-specific labeling, the method has
the potential for resolving full backbone structures for
large integral membrane proteins. Even with a less ambi-
tious view, it is clear that solid-state NMR on specifi-
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cally labeled samples may provide valuable information
on conformational changes upon activation of mem-
brane proteins. As demonstrated here, this applies even
though the sample has relatively large mosaic spread—a
situation that may be representative for many large inte-
gral membrane proteins amenable to solid-state NMR
characterization.
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